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Abstract: Recently, high heat density has become a problem in electronic devices. Therefore, high heat-transfer efficiency is required 
in copper heat exchangers. Improvement of wettability is reported to improve the heat-transfer efficiency. In previous studies, copper 
oxide layer improves the wettability. In this study, we focus on a copper oxide layer produced under warm conditions (from 200 to 
300 °C), which are suitable oxidation conditions for improving wettability. Experimental results showed that the surface of the 
specimens was covered by the oxidation layer and took on a black color. Furthermore, the wettability was improved by the warm 
copper oxide layer. While, the surface roughness was approximately constant to each warm oxidized specimen. Whereat, the warm 
oxide layer was observed by SEM (sanning electron microscope). The results from SEM observations showed that the warm copper 
oxide layer consisted of stacks and combinations of nanoscopic warm oxidation particles. Thus, the warm oxidation layer has 
nanoscopic surface asperities. It is seemed that these nanoscopic asperities improved the wettability. 
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1. Introduction  

Recently, the thermal problems associated with 
electronic devices have become serious with the 
increasing demand for downsizing heat exchangers. 
Therefore, high heat-exchange efficiency is required 
in heat exchangers. For this reason, high thermal 
conductivity copper is used extensively in heat 
exchangers. Further, the improvement in boiling 
heat-exchange efficiency produced by 
nanoparticle-assembled bi-porous layers has been 
proven by recent research [1, 2]. The 
nanoparticle-assembled bi-porous layer is produced on 
the copper heat exchanger surface by evaporation 
physical vapor deposition. When the 
nanoparticle-assembled bi-porous layer is produced, 
the copper heat exchanger is covered by the oxidation 
layer. In previous studies, it has been reported that the 
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Cu oxidation layer reduces wettability. This indicates 
that, the oxidized heat exchanger has reduced thermal 
conductivity. However, in previous studies, authors 
found that the warm copper oxide layer is hydrophilic 
[3]. If the heat exchanger surface is hydrophilic, the 
wettability is improved. The warm copper oxide layer 
has high hydrophilicity, which leads to high 
evaporation efficiency. Furthermore, the warm copper 
oxide layer is expected to combine with the 
nanoparticle-assembled bi-porous layer. It is important 
to evaluate the association between the copper 
oxidized layer and wettability. 

In previous studies, a Cu alloy was oxidized above 
500 °C. In this study, we focus on the copper oxide layer 
produced under warm conditions (from 200 to 300 °C), 
which are suitable oxidation conditions for improving 
wettability. We evaluate the improvement in wettability 
of a copper oxide layer and its optimum oxidation 
conditions by estimating the change in contact angle 
between a water droplet and the copper oxide layer. 
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2. Experimental Methodology 

The material used in this study is oxygen-free 
copper (99.99 Cu in wt%). The oxygen-free copper 
specimen plates are square plates with 30 mm sides 
and 3 mm thickness. Furthermore, the surface 
roughness of the specimens is adjusted to about 0.23 
mm in arithmetic average roughness Ra. 

These specimens are oxidized in an electric 
furnace. Fig. 1 shows the thermal history of the 
warm oxidation process. First, the electric furnace 
is heated to the warm oxidation temperature, and 
then the specimen is put in the electric furnace. 
The warm oxidation temperatures in this study are 
200, 250 and 300 °C. Furthermore, the warm 
oxidation times are 2, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 60 and 180 
min. After the specimens are oxidized for the 
scheduled time, they are ejected from the electric 
furnace and air-cooled. 

After warm oxidation, a droplet of distilled pure 
water is dropped onto the specimens. The 
wettability was evaluated by measuring the contact 
angles of the water droplets on the warm oxidized 
specimens. 

The appearance of the warm oxidized specimens is 
observed through a stereomicroscope. Furthermore, 
warm oxidation layers are observed using optical 
microscopy and SEM. The roughness of the warm 
oxidized specimens is also measured. 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1 Appearance of the Copper Specimen Surface 

Fig. 2 shows the appearance of the bare specimen. 
The specimen surfaces had polishing tool marks in 
one direction. These tool marks were created by 
polishing the surface to make the surface roughness 
uniform. The surface of the specimen took on a 
metallic luster. Fig. 3 shows the appearance of the 
oxidized specimens. The horizontal axis represents the 
warm oxidation time. The vertical axis represents the 
warm oxidation temperature. The surface color of the 

specimens changed as the oxidation time and 
temperature increased. As oxidation proceeded, the 
surface of the specimens was covered by the oxidation 
layer and took on a black color. Changes in the copper 
specimen surface color are related to the thickness of 
the oxidation layer [3, 4]. It is thought that the 
thickness of the oxidation layer increased owing to 
warm oxidation. 

3.2 Contact Angles and Improvement of Wettability 

Fig. 4a shows the appearance of the water droplet 
on the bare copper surface. The bare copper surface 
was hydrophobic. Fig. 4b shows the appearance of the 
water droplet on the oxidation layer generated at 
300 °C after 25 min of oxidation. The warm oxidized 
surface was hydrophilic. The warm oxidation layers 
reduced the contact angle. This result shows that the 
wettability between the water droplet and the 
oxidation layer improved owing to the warm oxidation 
layer. 
 

 
Fig. 1  Thermal history of the warm oxidation process. 
 

 
Fig. 2  Appearance of the bare specimen. 
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Fig. 3  Appearance of the oxidized specimens. 
  

 
Fig. 4  Appearance of the water droplets: (a) bare surface, 
(b) 25 min oxidation at 300 °C. 
 

Further, the contact angles were measured from the 
appearance of the water droplet. Fig. 5 shows the 
results of the contact angles of the water droplet on the 
warm oxidized copper specimens. The horizontal axis 
represents the oxidation time. The vertical axis 
represents the contact angle. The contact angle of the 
water droplet on the bare copper surface was 65°. For 
the oxidation temperatures of 200, 250, and 300 °C, 
the minimum contact angles were 10.34°, 9.06°, and 
6.27°, respectively. The contact angles drastically 

reduced below 10 min of oxidation. After 10 min of 
oxidation, the contact angles remained approximately 
constant. The warm oxidation time required to obtain 
high wettability decreased as the warm oxidation 
temperatures increased. This indicates that, warm 
oxidation layers were generated by the warm 
oxidation process, and improved the surface 
wettability of the copper surface. 

3.3 Roughness of the Copper Specimen Surface 

When the material exhibits high hydrophilicity, 
wettability improves with increasing roughness. This 
phenomenon was discovered by Young and Wenzel 
[5]. 

L

SLS
r coscosr

γ
γ−γ

=θ=θ        (1) 

where, r is the dimensionless roughness factor, which 
is defined as the ratio of the actual solid surface area 
to the apparent projection area of a rough surface. θ 
is the contact angle between droplet and solid surface, 
θ  is the contact angle between the droplet and 
rugged solid surface, γS is the surface free energy of 
the solid, γL is the surface free energy of the liquid, 
and γSL  is the interfacial free energy between the 
solid and liquid.  
 

(a)

(b)
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Fig.  5  Results showing the oxidized contact angles of the water droplets on the warm oxidized copper specimens. 
 

 
Fig. 6  Results of the surface roughness test. 
 

In the case of θ  (from Eq. (1)) < 90°, it is thought 
that the wettability improved because of the roughness 
of the copper surface [6]. Therefore, the roughness of 
the warm oxidized copper specimens is measured. The 
roughness was measured using the stylus method.  
Fig. 6 shows the results of the surface roughness test. 
The horizontal axis represents the oxidation time. The 

vertical axis represents the arithmetic average 
roughness Ra. The surface roughness of the bare 
surface was 0.227 μm. Even when the warm oxidation 
time or temperature increased, the surface roughness 
remained approximately constant. When the warm 
oxidation time was 180 min and the warm oxidation 
temperature was 300 °C, the surface  
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Fig. 7  SEM observation results of specimens oxidized at 200 °C: (a) bare surface, (b) 30 min oxidized, (c) 60 min oxidized, (d) 
90 min oxidized, (e) 120 min oxidized, (f) 150 min oxidized, (g) 180 min oxidized. 
 

roughness increased. This result is attributed to the 
fact that the surface of the specimens was covered by 
large Cu-oxides. 

3.4 Microscopic Variations in the Warm Oxidation Layer 

The warm oxidation layer was observed 

microscopically. Fig. 7 shows the SEM observation 
results of specimens oxidized at 200 °C. The bare 
surface had tool marks from machining carried out to 
adjust the roughness. In the initial-stage of warm 
oxidation, the fine oxidized particles were observed on 
the surface of the copper specimens. As oxidation 
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progressed, the fine oxidation particles increased and 
grew larger. These oxidation particles stacked upon 
one another and eventually formed the oxidation layer 
[7, 8]. 

Oxidation particles coated the surface of the copper 
specimens. This process of formation of the oxidation 
layer seems to be the cause of the surface color change 
and tarnishing of luster, as shown in Fig. 3 [4]. 

3.5 Mechanisms Causing Decrease in Surface 
Roughness and Improvement of Wettability 

Fig. 2 shows that the tool marks were microscopic. 
Further, Fig. 7 shows that the oxidation particles were 
nanoscopic. The nanoscopic oxidation particles filled 
the microscopic tool marks in. It is thought that 
roughness was not affected by the filling-in of 
nanoscopic oxidation particles. Therefore, the 
wettability of warm oxidized copper specimens was 
improved. These results indicated that the mechanism 
for improving wettability is the structure of the  
warm oxidation layer, and not the roughness of the 
copper specimen surface. The warm oxidation layer is 
formed by stacking and combining warm oxidation 
particles. Thus, the warm oxidation layer has 
nanoscopic surface asperities. It is thought that the 
wettability of the warm oxidized copper was improved 
by the nanoscopic surface asperities. Furthermore, 
slight porosity was also observed. It is assumed that 
the local porous structure of the oxidation layer 
induces capillary action and improves the wettability 
[9]. 

3.6 Formation of the Hydrophilic Oxidation Layer 

As oxidation progresses, the copper oxide layer 
possibly changes from CuO to Cu2O [4]. Further, 
there is a possibility that a hydrophilic compound such 
as Cu(OH)2 is formed, from which hydrated CuO is 
formed on the copper surface. It is thought that the 
γSL (from Eq. (1)) is reduced by the formation of a 
hydrophilic compound such as Cu(OH)2. It is 
important to study the composition and structure of 

the surface oxidation layer. As the next step, the 
composition and structure of the surface oxidation 
layer should be evaluated using SEM-EDX and XRD. 

4. Conclusions 

In this study, we focused on improving the 
wettability of copper heat exchangers by using a 
copper oxide layer and evaluated the effects of the 
oxidation time and temperature on its characteristics. 
The surface color of the specimens changed as the 
oxidation time and temperature increased. 
Furthermore, the contact angles drastically reduced 
below 10 min of oxidation. The surface roughness 
reduced with increasing warm oxidation time and 
temperature. It was found that the warm oxidation 
layer was formed by stacking and combining 
nanoscopic oxidation particles. Nanoscopic oxidation 
particles filled the surface tool marks in. In addition, it 
is thought that the warm oxidation layer contained the 
hydrophilic compound Cu(OH)2. 
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